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“There’s no shortage of miracles 
here, yet extinction waits at every 
turn. Perhaps we should listen.”

—Ruth Awad,
author of Set to Music a Wildfire

“The closest experience to 
floating, fascinated among 

the stars, as we can get.”
—Đỗ Nguyên Mai,

author of Ghosts Still Walking

“Brimming with imagination and melody.
A spooky deep-dive through

the intersections of myth,
spirituality, and Americana.”

—Deb Jannerson,
author of Thanks for Nothing
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From astronauts drifting lost through space to whalers hauling
dragon weight through dark waters to fossil hunters of the 19th-

century Bone Wars, the voices within this collection all seek one
uniting thing: connection. The epic sweep of Moby Dick meets

Space Age exploration inside the lyrics of Bowie songs on the
cusp of an apocalypse, all within the forgotten dreams of a fisher-

man or a whaler or a devil-dodger or a lizard man. Exploring dis-
tance, forgiveness, disconnection, and regret, the speakers—
regardless of their fantastical or absurd situations—are simply

people severed from their loved ones, their gods, their faith, or what
they once believed was true about the world. They confront their doubts by
flinging letters out into the darkness, relying on answers that never come. Fee-
ble efforts. Messages in bottles. Prayers and apologies. But still each is hoping
someone, something is listening across the expanse.

“You don’t expect work with such a fantastic energy to find an almost 
equally haunting quality, but this collection shakes off the traditional 

containment poetry can struggle against and lives wildly with each wing 
flap of a dragon and each disappearance of the sun.”

—Darren C. Demaree, author of Emily As Sometimes the Forest Wants the Fire

“Barrels out to the horizons of knowing, 
elegantly questioning humanity’s 

relationship to our planet’s past and 
increasingly uncertain future.

Mesmerizing, will haunt your dreams.”
—Allison Boyd Justus,

author of Solstice to Solstice to Solstice


